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Full stack Developer
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Credits: Master Industrial Engineer: ICT
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Klaas VD

TECHNICAL SKILLS

23
PROGRAMMING

REGION

SOFTWARE

PHP

HTML5

Git / Docker

Netlify

JavaScript

Vue.js

NPM

Xdebug

VS Code

Symfony

Ghent - Antwerp - Remote

PROFILE

JWT

Hi,

Linux

My name is Klaas and I am a full stack developer with a
preference for backend development. During my master study I
discovered my passion in ICT programming and decided to
continue in this passion. I have a wide field of interests and
I'm always open to new sectors. In my spare time I will sometimes
take the time to discover new technologies that appeal to me.

DATABASES
MySQL
Redis

PERSONAL SKILLS
ATTENTION TO DETAIL

CRITICAL MINDSET

FLEXIBLE

MOTIVATED

PROBLEM SOLVING

RELIABLE

STRONG ANALYTICAL
SKILLS

TEAM-MINDED

LANGUAGES
Dutch
English
French

SQL

METHODOLOGIES
Agile, Scrum

OOP

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

SumoCoders
10.2021 - 11.2021

Full Stack Developer
Vettige vrijdag
SumoCoders

06.2021 - 09.2021

Backend developer
Webshop
School project

Full Stack Developer
Vettige vrijdag
Discription:
During my internship at SumoCoders I created an internal website to take orders for "Vettige
vrijdag" (First Friday of the month everyone goes to the snack bar together). This allows the
staff to select their choice via a generated link. The administrator can then download an
overview and pass it on to the chip shop for smooth operation.
Technology's: HTML, CSS, JS, Vue, php, symphony, MariaDB, linux, (slack).

School project
Backend developer
Webshop
Discription:
As a final project for my full stack developer studies at Syntra, I created a webshop. A customer
can add items to his shopping cart, if he wants to place an order he must fill in an address,
select payment method and pay effectively. Customers can also log in to view their orders and
manage their data. To keep the webshop up to date, there is the option for an administrator to
manage products.
Technology's: HTML, CSS , JS, Vue, php, slim, SQLite, redis, cockpit, Linux, windows, docker.

